
Welder Fabricator – Little Chute 

We’re growing – so should you! 

As a family-owned company, Lee’s Contracting/Fabricating, Inc. has grown year after year through customer 

satisfaction since 1971. More customers and more success means a bigger shop and more employees! 

We are seeking an experienced welder/fabricator that enjoys taking projects from start to finish. We take a custom 

approach to each job which requires versatility and a variety of new challenges every day. 

Lee’s employees are the key to our precision craftsmanship, superior service, and exceptional results.  

Be one of them. Come join us! 

What we offer: 

- Health Insurance with 100% of premiums paid for you and your family 

- Profit sharing 401k plan  

- Career advancement opportunities 

- Vacation 

- Pay:  Hourly based on experience  

- Schedule: 1st shift, Monday-Friday, 40-50 hours per week  

What you will be responsible for: 

- Reading blue prints to layout and properly mark out sheet metal/structural steel 

- Operate various machinery to fabricate structural metal products (shear, press brake, plate roller, notcher, 

punch) 

- Performing ASME TIG, MIG welding in flat, vertical and overhead positions 

- Safely operating forklifts, overhead cranes and scissor lifts 

- Performing physically demanding tasks (twisting, squatting, lifting, bending, and standing for long periods of 

time) 

- Observing safety regulations and procedures 

What qualifications we are looking for: 

- 2 years’ experience in fabricating steel and welding field preferred, or ability to demonstrate proficiency 
- Proficient in MIG, TIG on stainless, carbon, and aluminum for structural and pipe assemblies 
- Ability to read blueprints and follow technical specifications 
- Be capable of learning and performing multiple functions including but not limited to cutting, welding, fitting, 

and grinding, sheet metal layout 

- Have strong analytical and mathematical skills 

- Be able to take direction, work in a team, and work alone 

- Possess a mechanical aptitude along with a willingness to learn 

- May be subject to an onsite welding proficiency test as condition of employment 



What we know: 

Knowing that our people are the key to our success, we only recruit the best. For the talents in our business, we 

offer great benefits and opportunities to develop with us. If you believe you tick all the boxes, let's talk. We're 

committed to working hard to surpass customer expectations. Are you? 

 


